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Forest management : 
a complex equation
taking in account
both
biological data 
and
socio-economic
informations
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Forests are complex anthropo-ecosystems
Criteria and Indicators
for forest sustainable
management:
Policies, 
Society, 
Ecology, 
Forest products
cifor
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The need for diversified and accurate information
The exponential development of computers : 
hardwares and softwares for forest managers
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New tools for biophysical data
Remote sensing :
- a broad evolution
during last 30 years
- from research
to development
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Bilan de C
New tools for biophysical data
- Carbon sequestration
- Tree growth
- Soil survey
- Water consumption
- Wood quality
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Coloured composition with SPOT 3 
Forest stratification with aerial photos
Inventory scheme
Forest ressources positioning
Management plots
From global to local:  the development of geographical
information
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Biotechnologies, tools for sustainable forest management?
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Vegetative propagation
of TeakEucalyptus genetic maps
for lignin synthesis
New biological data to integrate
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Wildlife
Forest 
inventories
Non wood
forest products
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Social and economic components
Technology transfer: the real challenge
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transfer tools and data analysis , 
transfer methods and know how, 
transfer strategies and concepts,
Transfer from scientistsÎ forest managers,
countries Î another countries,
international agenciesÎ national bodies,
decision makersÎ operational workers
Providing fuel wood to urban populations                             
from sustainably managed rural forests
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Forest management plans for tropical moist forests
Forest plantations, an opportunity
for effective technology transfert
Tree breeding
Sylviculture tools
E I A 
Land use management
Stakeholders involvment
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Technology transfert for forest sustainable management
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NGO
WWF, 
GREENPEACE, …
POLICY MAKER
ITTO, FAO, UNFF, 
…
DEVELOPMENT 
AGENCIES
ADB, BAD, WB, UNDP,  
…
RESEARCH
ORGANISATIONS
CIFOR, ICRAF, 
CIRAD,….
From global forest
virtual
forest
Technology transfert for forest sustainable mangement
real
forest
SOCIETY
Populations, 
workers,            
forest dwellers
ADMINISTRATION
Forestry department, 
budget and finance 
department
COMPANIES
Forest manager, 
pulp and timber companies
RESEARCH
BODIES
National agencies, 
consultancy bodies
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To local forest
Thank you
for your attention
